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FROM THE PRINCIPAL’S 

PEN… 

Dear Parent, 

We firmly believe that individual exploration of the world around, enhances learners’ per-

ceptiveness and sense of cultural awareness. It sows in them the ideals of acceptance, 

open mindedness and respect for others.  

 

Although, it is lamentable that the COVID-19 pandemic has confined us within our homes 

and has inhibited our movements yet we mustn’t allow our spirits to be bogged down by 

such a crisis. We can undertake the following activities from the comfort of our homes to 

facilitate the connection between the inner and outer world- 

 Venturing On Virtual Escapades – Some of the most treasured places in the world 

serve as historic landmarks, symbolising the potentialities of human endeavour. Digital 

technology has made it possible for us to undertake revelatory voyages across the con-

tinents, broadening the horizons of our knowledge. 

 Historical Retreats – The most fruitful way of traversing a geographical heaven is by 

delving into its past and familiarising oneself with the changes that have swept the place. 

Watching informative documentaries with our children would not only add to their 

knowledge but would also allows us to spend quality time with them. 

 Conjuring Up A Cultural Feast - Deborah Carter once remarked, “You have to 

taste a culture to understand it”. At present, it might be difficult to bridge the physical 

distance between different regions. The ethnic distance, however, can be overcome by 

indulging ourselves in peculiar culinary delights. We can please our taste buds as well as 

introduce our children to a myriad of cultures. 

Through this newsletter, we celebrate the spirit of adventure that all Bal Bharatians carry 

within themselves and invite our readers to partake in this journey of self exploration 

with us. 

Get Aboard! 

 

(Suruchi Gandhi) 

Principal 

 

 

 

 

“Not I, nor anyone else can travel 

that road for you. 
You must travel it by yourself. 

It is not far. It is within reach. 
Perhaps it is everywhere - on wa-

ter and land” 
                                                                                

~Walt Whitman 



Adventure is ‘IN’ 

here! 

   TOP 5 PICKS FOR THE ULTIMATE JOURNEY 

EXPEDITION 2020– WITH BBPS, DWARKA 
Stuck at home? You can still enjoy amazing sights and expe-

riences. 

Many of the world’s most iconic locations now offer virtual 

tours, meaning you can visit museums, world heritage sites 

and other attractions from the comfort of your couch. You 

don’t need a VR headset, either, although some attractions 

do support virtual reality for a more immersive experience. 

So if you’re looking for things to do at home, and in need 

of a change of scenery, simply grab your laptop, tablet or 

phone, and join us on a world tour filled with history, na-

ture and – of course – technology. 

 

GEAR UP BAL BHARATIANS!  

From reel to real…... 
Guess these famous movie locations in real world and visit them virtually! 

1. The Hogwarts Express transported hundreds of students from Platform 

9¾ to Hogwarts School of Witchcraft. Most of the scenes that took 

place on Platform 9¾ were actually shot  at which railway station?  

      (https://www.wbstudiotour.co.uk/explore-the-tour/sets/ ) 

2. Where is New ‘Asgard’ filmed in Avengers: endgame?  

      (https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-south-scotland-48174224) 

3. ‘Te Fiti’ in movie Moana is based on which Island?  

(https://variety.com/2016/artisans/production/disney-moana- production-) 

https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-south-scotland-48174224
https://variety.com/2016/artisans/production/disney-moana-production-design-1201925147/


 

AROUND THE WORLD IN ONE CLICK! “And then I 

realized 

Adventures 

are the best 

way to 

learn.”  

OUR BUDDING EXPLORERS…….. 

Virtual reality 360 degree video 

travel is an amazing and refresh-

ing experience in this lockdown. I 

visited many places like Paris , 

Maldives and many more, through 

these videos, sitting at my home.  

I visited the top of Eiffel Tower. 

The view from there was simply 

mesmerizing! 



 

Game of Locations 
Read the clues below, identify the picture and fill in the correct answer.  

 
DOWN:  

1. City where Great Wall of China 

is located  

2. Home to Burj Khalifa 

3.  Largest city of England, standing 

on river Thames 

ACROSS: 

4. Largest city of Ireland situated  

at the mouth of River Liffey 

5. Capital city of India with tourist 

destinations— Red Fort, India Gate, 

Qutub Minar 

6. City with Empire State Building 

and Central Park 
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